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are there any dastardly Orangej a.daring to insert their noses
hin these sacred precincts on
h id day of all days for all loyal
3 0f the Emerald Isle? For 'tis
\ ,0t the day of good auld Saint
f js/\ick himself?
qnVi h March 17 brings to hunc
r [) Is of American tables the fa'v^Nar emerald green and golden
'p with silver strings. The shamIrish national emblem, aprs in a million (more or less)
tonholes and in as many bricks
ice cream.
ven more than for his miracu1
pied Piper act with the snakes
Ireland or for his zealous bapig of over 12,000 converts, Saint
rick is known for his connect pi with the shamrock,
cere's a dear little plant that
1 grows in our isle—
vas Saint Patrick himself sure
that set it;
I the sun on his labors with
fiitJ pleasure did smile,
nd with dew from his eye often
J wet it.
hines through the bog, through
N the marsh, and the mireland,
I he called it the dear little
( shamrock of Ireland."
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Launches 1939
Schedule Tomorrow

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, March 17, 1939

J. C. Sends
Speakers
To Forum

DELEGATE

Modesto J. C. Scene
Of Northern Cal.
Forensic Meet

ROGERS' SHOW IS
TUNEFUL, FROTHY
MUSICAL COMEDY
"Hi! Spirits" Reveals Versatility of Young
Composer; Capable Cast Performs
Light and airy as the dab of whipped-cream atop a
fudge sundae, Harold Rogers' musicomedy, "Hi!
Spirits!" current presentation of the Pacific Little
Theatre in conjunction with the Conservatory of Music,
is as ingratiating bit of fluff as ever hit the Auditorium

Stockton Junior College will be
represented by a delegation of
four students and two coaches at
the Speech Forum to be held at
Modesto Junior College tomorrow.

Faculty In
Rehearsal
For Play
Coder Directs New
"Telescoped Version"
Of Shakespeare
With final selection of the cast
and opening rehearsal slated for
today, the Faculty Thespians, under
the direction of Dr. William D.
Coder, launch their second annual
dramatic effort in behalf of the
S. C. A.
Vehicle for their efforts will not
be an adaptation of Aristophanes'
comedy, "The Frogs," as originally
announced, but will be the premiere
of "Much Ado About Romeo and
Juliet," a Coderized version of
Shakespeare with music, to be
presented in Assembly period,
Thursday, March 30.
Director Coder promises many
novel situations and songs, ren
dered "as only the Faculty is cap
able of doing." The cast is ex
pected to be much larger than last
year's staff, with the identity of
the "leading men" to be revealed
next week. It will, as before, be
an all-male cast.
At fifteen cents per head, the
1938 show was a definite "hit." At
the same price this spring, "Coder
ized Shakespeare" will attempt to
raise additional funds for the Stu
dent Christian Association. All
proceeds will go directly toward
the building of the S. C. A. cabin,
already wel Ibegun, at Hogan's
Dam.

No. 23

Debaters Prepare
For Two Tourneys
PSA To Send Teams To Two
Southern California Meets
Two major forensic tournaments will occupy the at
tention of varsity debaters of the.College of the Pacific
and the Stockton Junior College next week.
First on the callendar will be the Pacific Forensic
League's annual meeting, held this year March 20 to

•22 at Pomona College in Claremont. Immediately following that
meeting comes the annual Pi
Kappa Delta tournament held at
Pasadena for the Province of the
Pacific and Northwest.
A squad of five varsity debaters
from the College of the Pacific
will make the trip to Claremont.
"PUMP-PRIMING" SUBJECT
This is the first year that the
Representing the "local Institu
local institution has been a mem
tion in the panel discussion will
ber of that powerful forensic or
BETTY
RAE
STONE
has
been
be Kipp Gimple, veteran debater.
ganization. The P. F. L. includes
The subject will be the national chosen by the Pacific A. W. S.
the University of California, Stan
to
attend
the
national
meeting
at
Pi Kappa Delta "pump-priming"
ford University, University of
Lawrence, Kansas, during spring
question.
Featured at the last meeting of Washington, and many other out
vacation.
In the afternoon non-decision
standing West Coast schools.
the International Affairs Club was
debates will be held on the ques
PROBLLEM-SOLVING
discussion which Dr. Werner,
tion, "Resolved; that the United
One of the most important con
sponsor of the club, characterized
NINETEEN SONGS
States should agree to the can
tests at Claremont will be the
as one of the most valuable of the
cellation of the inter-allied war
problem-solving discussion. The
With a cast of over thirty go
year.
debts."
subject for the opening sympo
ing to worjc on nineteen Rogers
Participating in the symposium siums, as well as for the debate
Entering this section will be
tunes, the play is little more than
ritain's savage reprisals for
discussion which opened the pro which is expected to emerge from
one
men's
team
and
one
women's
series
of
songs
strung
on
the
vand's Easter Rebellion of July,
gram were four speakers: Carl the preliminary discussions, will
barest of plots. Much of Rogers' j
i ("England's extremity is Ire- team. Gimple will team with
Fuller, who analyzed the subject; be "What can be done to best
Lewis
Whitehead,
the
two
debat
music
shows
various
effects
of
id's opportunity!"), reprisals
Martin Pulich, who presented his maintain peace for the United
ing
the
negative
side
of
the
ques
Noel
Coward,
Vincent
loumans,
jbely less harsh than Hitler's
0
solution; Gladys Bartholomew, who States?"
and
Sir
Arthur
Sullivan,
Uut
one
tion.
Lois
Archibald
and
Eloise
roms, drove Irish nationalists
suggested an alternative course of
Participating in this J>art of the
or two numbers reveal a natural
Smith will debate on the affirma
a demand complete separation.
action; and Gregg Phifer, who program for the local squad will
tive.
talent
that
may
carry
Pacific's
,
ascendants of Charles Stewart
evaluated the contributions.
be Martin Pulich and Carl Fuller,
number one composer a long way.
rvWdieH's Home Rulers struck upon PEACE TOPICS
Martin Pulich's suggestion for both junior debaters. Pulich has
His
music
is
typical
comedy
stuff,
•
y catch phrase, "Sinn Fein,"
modification
of
existing
legisla
All local entries will speak in
been debating for the PSA for
Representing the Associated with lyrics setting a new high
"Ourselves Alone." For the problem solving sections. This
tion was to place more discre three years. This is Fuller's first
for
cleverness
at
C.
O.
P.
HAROLD
ROGERS,
whose
orig
1
Women
Students
of
the
College
of
!!•• tCJ years they waged an unequal question to be discussed is this:
tionary authority in the hands year of intercollegiate debate.
As for the comedy aspect, only inal musical comedy is the cur
1 war, a struggle only tempor- How can we keep peace with: the Pacific at the Intercollegiate
of the president, leaving him free FANUCCHIORATES
y halted by Lloyd George's com- China, England, France, Germany, A. W. S. Meeting to be held at the antics of trusty Luke Scott rent Little Theatre attraction.
to apply or refuse to apply any
John Fanucchi, also a junior,
as a dippy butler and the occa
- ,.mise.
of the provisions of the act. This, will be the entry in oratory. His
Italy, Japan, South American Lawrence, Kansas, April 3, 4, and
ven when transplanted to South countries (taken collectively), and 5 will be Betty Rae Stone, presi sional hysteria of Margaret George
he believed, would enable Ameri
Continuing the series of College can foreign policy to act positively subject is the problem of Jewish
save the day. Ruth Crane, a new
id, Indiana, there to make the Russia? Each speaker will present dent of the Pacific A. W. S.
persecution.
of
the
Pacific
"booster"
meetings
comer
with
a
Kate
Smithy
man
le of Rockne a household syno- a seven-minute solution to the
and consistently under the presi
Decision on the Kansas repre
Only one entry from each in
in Southern California, Dr. Knoles,
i for football, Irishmen have al- problem as relating to the country sentative was made at a council ner, appears to comic advantage
dent's direction.
stitution is allowed in oratory,
Registrar
Burns
and
Mr.
Ritter
are
in
two
scenes,
is
the
best
song_ 1 4 been described with the ad- he chooses.
The policy outlined by Miss
meeting of the A. W. S. held
speaking,
and
in the Los Angeles Area this week Bartholomew took sharp issue extemporaneous
seller in the cast. This gal has
ive, "Fighting." Under De VaAccompanying the local delega Monday evening at 6 p. m.
after-dinner
speaking.
Erwin
Far
attending
sessions
at
the
Holliston
something, as she demonstrates in
the Irish Free State cut all tion will be Dr. Roy C. McCall
with Pulich. She Insisted that too ley, the only senior making the
Object of the intercollegiate
Avenue Methodist Church in Pasa
number called "Helter-Skelter
pt the military bonds which and Professor E. R. Nichols, Jr. meet will be the reorganization
much discretionary authority In trip, will be Pacific's entry in ex
dena; First Methodist Church, Hol
Skater," although some may pre
thed her to the powerful emthe hands of the president would tempore. Subjects In this division
of the Associated Women Stu
Rehearsing
behind
closed
doors,
lywood; First Methodist Church,
fer her rendition of a torchy tune
centered across S^, George's
dents, national set-up. Miss Stone
Richard Mirski's production of Los Angeles; and First Methodist allow a partial executive to draw of competition are drawn from
labeled "You Ain't Lived."
us into the war on the side he any topic of importance in the
nnel.
plans to write a complete sum
"The Father," featuring one of the Church, Long Beach.
favored. She suggested that im modern world. Entry in this con
;d now, 1939, newspapers run
mary of the meeting, which she HIT TUNE PICKED
most imposing Studio Theatre
There are three other meetings
jer headlines on Irish terrorwill
present
to
th»
Pacific
From an out and our musical casts this season, is getting into scheduled for the latter part of the partiality demands that neutrality test is an exhaustive test of a
be made mandatory, with the cash student's liberal education.
in England! How times don't
A. W. S. for future reference.
standpoint, the "hit" tune of the final form for its presentation on month.
and carry clause going into effect
ige!
Other business transacted in show is "Lonely, Dear," warbled the nights of March 23, 24 and 25.
Orville Fletcher, junior speech
The
four
meetings
already
held
F i n a l opportunities for
immediately upon the outbreak of major, is tentatively scheduled to
cluded approval of two scholar by the sweetly-blended trio of
Director Mirski has kept the at Ramona, Van Nuys, San Diego
photographs to be taken for
ships of $25 each, which will be Barbara Harrison, Charlotte .Smith doors closed in order to give the and Santa Ana proved highly suc a war.
be the entrant in extemporaneous
ritten in the records and can
the Naranjado will be given
awarded to Norma Bentley and and Margaret Dee. These comely actors greater freedom of thought cessful. Besides the various talks
speaking.
It is possible that Far
sxamined. The source of the
students
Monday
through
Minnie Sawyer.
. ,
gals should stop the show every and activity; so that their interpre given by the campus representa
ley or Fanucchi may substitute
nal Irish joke must remain
Wednesday, March 20-22. The
o
night out with this one.
for him in this contest, the last
tation of August Strindberg's char tives, colored pictures of the Col
rer hidden by the dim mantle
photographer will take the
Other good numbers include the acters will come through their own lege of the Pacific campus are be
event on the program of the Pa
Attendance
at
college football
istory, a mystery far greater
pictures in the S. C. A.
cific Forensic League's meeting.
games in 1938 rose 11 per cent tongue-in-cheek dirge by the three feelings unbiased by curious onlook ing shown at each of these dinner
i the Ten Lost Tribes or the
rooms.
husbands returning from the spirit ers.
PROVINCE TOURNAMENT
over the 1937 total.
meetings.
!ed continent of Atlantis,
world, "It's Not All Spice;" Mar
A much larger squad of from
lay we record our guess? Some
The production will be entirely
Plans for a folk dance to be twelve to fourteen members will
g a r e t George's tongue-twisting unique to the Paeifio stage, as it
(id Englishman, chafing at unheld in the near future was the attend the Pi Kappa Delta pro
I'm Allergic;" and Luke Scott's will be given from an impression
iuerable Irish nationalism, took
main business discussed at the vince
hilarious
"Fritterbug."
tournament
held
from
Ige in laughing at them. Peristic point of view stressing char
regular weekly S. C. A. Cabinet Thursday through Saturday in
Something else to watch for is acter portrayal above all else.
s it was a defense mechanism
meeting last Monday night.
"The Spoodle Dook," introducing Everything pertaining to the play
Pasadena.
ebuild his shattered ego, an ego
Sam Takagishi, in charge of the
Three men's teams will enter
the
dance
team
of
Gene
Minson
will be strikingly different, settings,
ated by years of "Britannia
entertainment, said that the plans varsity debate competition, Martin
and Vada Ward. Dorothy Bra- costuming and lighting, in order
s the Waves." Maybe. Who
At last Monday night's meeting, were as yet tentative, but that Pulich and Gregg Phifer, Bill Bid
ghetta does a commendable Span to show that the impressionistic
tell or who can deny?
the
Executive Committee of the he was getting folk dance leaders dick and Carl Fuller, Erwin Far
ish solo twirl.
method of producing is more effec
PSA discussed plans for sending who will make the affair a big ley and John Fanucchi. Two wom
Hazel Utz as Mme. Dharma- tive than the naturalistic.
, this is neither an advertisesuccess.
en's teams are also entering var
Dharma is immense; Lew Ford
The main characters are being student delegates to the annual Pa
: for the "interwoven pair" nor
It has not been decided, how sity competition, Gladys Bartho
and Charlotte Smith are well-cast played by Henry Hobson as the cific Coast Deans and Counselors'
for Joe Louis, Max Baer, or
iq their roles of youthful lovers; Father, Evelyn Barnett as the Conference at San Diego, April 13, ever, whether the dance will be lomew and Jean Miller, Doris
held in the S. C. A. rooms or in Hancock and Marie Nichols.
Phil Brubaker. Instead, we
By BUFORD BUSH
known to become lost (?) and later Harmon Ginn pours himself into Mother and Bob Laning as the Pas 14 and 15.
to the humble, commonplace
Present at this conference will the gymnasium. The S. C. A. will STOCKTON J. C. ENTRIES
There are subversive forces at found walking hand in hand, guided an English role, monocle and all, tor. In the supporting roles are
appreciate suggestions in the
ty which cover the lower ex- work on the Death Valley Tour! by a couple of arrowheads. Yes, and does a commendable job.
At least one team and maybe
Pierce Young, Alice Abdallah, he men student leaders from most
ities.
pf the colleges in California, as matter.
two will represent Stockton Junior
Forces that are insidiously under the Valley beauty has become noth FOR UNBENDING
Jean Caubu and Jack Holmes.
In addition to arrangements for College in the lower division sec
en Pat arrived at his office mining the morale of our young ing more than an altar lock-step
well as deans and counselors of the
"The Father" will be given in the
The plot? It really doesn't mat
fine morning, he noticed in- manhood. All this publicity on subterfuge.
various
institutions.
Attending the folk dance tentative plans of tion. Donald McAdams and Joe
Studio Theatre, and as usual there
ter. Suffice it to say that it
ng glances from a few of his beautiful scenery and desirable
from Pacific will be Dean of Men the new S. C. A. building were Thornton are sure to enter, while
will he no reserved seats, every
VERY
SUBTLE
amusing
enough
to
form
a
frame
fates. They seemed to be star- credit ain't on the level, for the
Jim Corson and two or three stu presented for the approval of it is probable that Allen Breed
As If that isn't enough—"Ladies for the almost continuous out thing in the house on sale at the dent delegates.
members of the cabinet. The plans and Claude Hogan will also com
curiously at his shoes. Pat Death Valley Tour is a trip of eight
door.
Admission
is
25
cents.
d down, only to find them in days' duration. It's a monster lurk and Gentlemen, if the opposite sex pouring of song, which is, after
The committee also set April 18 of the building, which will be pete for the local institution.
as the date for the annual Peace exactly like the front section of
ct order. He scratched his ing in disguise to corrupt the flow has no effect on your blood pres all, what ninety-five per cent of
Competing in oratory in the
sure at home, come with us. We the audience will be expecting and
Day demonstration and program on Anderson Hall in appearance, call southland will be John Fanucchi,
in bewilderment,
er of our finest youth. Beware!
enjoying. Make no bones about it
the local campus. Bill Biddick was for a large lounge and two offices Orville Fletcher, Jean Miller and
pally, one of his friends, a little
In this lies the danger: Two peo have the cream of the northern
•they will enjoy the music and
appointed temporary chairman of as well as a small kitchen on the possibly Donald McAadms and
jer than the others, approached ple were married the other day— California campuses." Shucks! It
main floor.
Peace Day preparations.
Allen Breed.
saying, "Queer looking socks, —John Inglis took unto himself might just as well emblazon all lyrics.
Large share of the credit for
Extemporaneous speaking will
one red and the other green." Dorothy Roberts. That's all right over the place: "If you aren't do
find a strong contingent repre
bit relieved to learn that it was —people do it all the time. But ing so well at home, use us as a the precision with which the
"Migratory Problems in Cali
senting the College of the Pacific.
ing serious, Pat replied. "Yes, when "Cupid" Bawden slyly admits matrimonial bureau — we provide songs are clicked off goes to Mrs.
Wilhelmina Harbert who directed fornia" is to be the subject for
Pulich, Phifer, Farley, Thornton,
I have another pair home just that they met on the Death Valley the best."
Further proof shows that new the musical part of the produc discussion at the next Public Af
Hancock, and Bartholomew are
'em."
expedition and "Cupid" Jonte frank
features of the trip, not duplicated tion.
fairs Group meeting, according to
all scheduled to compete in this
ly states that there was also Con
DeMarcus Brown's setting for Chris Pappas, chairman of the
since the pioneer expedition seven
event. Bill Biddick is expected to
Ur English forbears thought they stance Holmes and Robert Kay- seasons ago, will include some of the two-act play is striking, as
group. Tuesday, March 21, at 3:20
enter upper division competition,
stone—well!
somebody
has
to
pro
I done something when they
California's most romantic spots. are many of the costumes, to say p. m. has been set for investigation
with McAdams, Thornton, and
Hed to measure weights by tect the American youth! So we Owen's Valley, Mono Lake, Tahoe the minimum.
into the problem in the S. C. A.
possibly Hogan competing in the
investigated.
idard pounds and ounces. Many
For an evening of relaxation, rooms.
—what a test of masterful indiffer
junior college division. General
old Irishman could have told THE DISCOVERY
ence! Beautiful scenery, lovely— you can't top "Hi! Spirits!" In
Ray Granucci and Claude Hosubject will be "Solidarity of the
It's
a
plot!
The
entire
trip
is
I how wrong he was.
fact it may be just what the gan will present a report on the
ah me! to be young again!
Western Hemisphere."
fte never have used these new- merely a glorified matrimonial bu
Certainly, girls, Bawden, Jonte, doctor ordered for you.
background of migratory labor in
Entrants in impromptu speak
fled scales in Ireland," boasted reau, and although it doesn't guar the moon, weather, scenery—they're
B! B.
With more than 600 student, tumes. Costume prizes went to ing will include Pulich and Han
this state.
antee
results
and
a
girl—or
rom
thus O'Hanrahan. "We had an
all in your favor a*i4 if you haven't
According to Chris Pappas, the alumni and faculty couples ap the following:
cock, at least, with a possibility
i way to weigh pigs without ance and a hoy—it certainly makes made the grade by '1-fehoe, wire Dad
Most colorful: Student, Evelyn of others. Editorials will be used
club is planning to gather its own plauding, Junan Bronzich of Mu
conditions favorable. It almost
jes.
that you're still L. O. P. H. (Left on
information as well as it can with Zeta Rho was crowned queen of Kizer; faculty, Miss Grace Cornog. as subject matter for this contest,
rirst you get a big stone. Then verges on willful misuse of climatic Papa's Hands). Sign it regretfully;
Most original: Student, Rodney with fifteen minutes preparation
an occasional speaker of interest. the 1939 Pacific Mardi Gras, high
and
scenic
wonders.
Yes,
and
they
put the pig on one end of a
then go consult a personality ex
The club is also planning to make lighting the revelry at the -Stock Randall; alumni, Beck Parsons; allowed.
lk and the stone on the other even make and provide their own pert 'cause it's nobody's fault but
a field trip to neighboring migra ton Civic Auditorium last Satur faculty, Mrs. Allen Waldo.
LINFIELD PLAN AGAIN
( you shift the plank till they cold cream and—no doubt you've your own.
tory camps to witness conditions day night.
Best matched couple: Student,
Debate at Pasadena will be held
This year finds a new high for and visual problems.
tnce.
Then you guess the guessed it—it's called "Caress."
Maids of honor to the queen Tony Rifberg and Lee Kerfoot; on the Linfield plan, with seven
ROMANTIC SPOTS
Now,
if
you're
bashful
and
really
student
earnings
through
the
Col
fht of the stone and you've got
were the runners-up to Miss Bron alumni, Forrest Darby
and preliminary rounds and three
Bennett's Wells, Casa Diablo lege of the Pacific and Stockton
mean that the tour credit is your
weight of the pig."
zich in the student body poll: Mar Maryly Lyons; faculty, Mr. and rounds more for all teams with
geyser,
Mono
Craters,
Mountain
of
only desire in life, get protection
Junior
College
Employm ent
garet Trabert, Epsilon Lambda Mrs. DeMarcus Brown.
less than three defeats.
Lloyd's of London might be per Volcanic Glass, and a camp on the Bureau, which shows a substan'ial
Sigma; Minnie Sawyer, Alpha GRIFFITHS THANKS
Accompanying the debaters on
fter all the sentimental (?) out suaded to insure. Better consult site of the filming of Gunga Din, increase in the number of students
Theta Tau; Effie Calderwood,
Trevor Griffiths, general chair the trip southward to Claremont
ings of earlier SIDELINES their odds on romance or get vac Be thankful, fellows, that Fair employed in comparison to the
Manor Hall; Helen Hall, Tau man of the event, summed up the will be Professor Edward S. Betz
(rons about the beauties of cinated or wear blinders because banks and Grant have departed, but statistics of December, 1938.
Kappa Kappa; Jimmie Wood, general campus opinion
with from the speech department of
flight, you have reason to feel if you're susceptible, Bawden and capitalize on the memory of dash
Complete figures as released
"everything
went
off
well
and
the the Stockton Junior College. He
Women's
Hall.
that we're sold on astronomy Jonte will dangle another scalp.
ing romance.
from the student bureau for the
HITE GOES OVER
crowd cooperated splendidly in re will be joined at Pasadena by
j can read our Greek mythology
Eight marvelous days through na month of December are as follows:
The final issue of the
Why, you haven't a chance! One
Les Hite and his blue-blowers gard to the regulations." Griffiths Professor E. R. Nichols, Jr.
h the sky as easily as from a of the outstanding features is a ture's wonderland, Boulder Dam, N. Y. A. earnings, $1,11970; campus
WEEKLY before spring vaca
0
provided
the dancing incentive of also extended thanks to the vari
book.
the
Mojave
Desert,
Red
Rock
Can
work, $2,051.56; employment bureau,
tion, on March 31, will be a
three-day stop—over in Death Val
the evening from 9 p. m. to 1 ous committee heads and mem
^fortunately, we must confess ley itself and the headline attrac yon, 1600 miles in a caravan of $1,617.62. Money earned through
special April Fool "razz" edi
a. m. and, from all indications, bers who devoted their services to
[ignorance, complete and unre- tion (you'll be shocked) is arrow cars. It's a pitfall to love and positions arranged by the employ
tion. Therefore next Friday's
were a resounding success. His the Gras.
ed, go far as astronomy goes, head hunting among the sand dunes romance, but it's a swell trip and ment bureau up to January of 1939
issue will be the last straight
half-hour broadcast over the CRS
'be we haven't been out enough on balmy-tarlit moo n-drenched one grand adventure. Gosh! we'd comes to a total of $22,786.
So another Mardi Gras has gone
news edition until after Easter.
reached listeners in all parts of into Pacific carnival history. Four
enough!
better
make
the
sign-up
or
miss
Any
information
regarding
avail
Monday at 4:1- the Race Rela-.
All departments desiring pub
nights. It ain't even deceptive!
the State.
h Irishman had just been hired What chance do the poor arrow a marvelous opportunity. Here' able work would be appreciated
down and many more to go. If tions Group of the SCA is planning
licity of a serious nature be
Decorations in the New Orleans they are all as good as last to hold a special meeting at which
111 the position of watchman at heads have of getting themselves hoping we're lucky and she's blonde, by the student bureau in order to
fore vacation are urged to get
Gras vein were highly colorful, Saturday's affair, everyone will be the Far Eastern Student Relief
*ge Western observatory. Mak- found
their copy in early next week.
under such conditions? Nope, we won't miss a single sunset | provide adequate jobs to fill the
as were the majority of the cos happy.
or moonrise!
'number of student reauostfl,
Fund will be absorbed.
Continued on Page 2 Shhhh! Utter strangers have been

\J

Expected to attend this all-day
meeting are many schools of the
Northern California J. C. Asso
ciation, as well as others outside
that organization. The entire ac
tivity of the day will be non
competitive.

Betty R. Stone
To Attend
Kansas Meet

in Fein

boards. Those who like their en-'
tertainment frothy can get their
fill of it tonight or tomorrow
night, as the production com
pletes its three day run.
Reviewed at Wednesday night
dress rehearsal, Rogers' latest
show proved its author to be a
versatile if not startling composer,
a lyricist of high imagination and
a banal playwright. "Hi! Spirits!"
as a dramatic production leaks
like a sieve, but the musical score
and lyrics pack sufficient punch
to push the show into the "sure
fire entertainment" class
for
collegiate playgoers or playgoers
with collegiate tastes.

COMPOSER

Pacific A. W. S. Votes
Send Delegate To
National Conclave

D

Neutrality Is
Int. Affairs
Club Topic

Pulich, Bartholomew
Present Opposing
Views To Group

COP Boosting
Trio On Tour

Studio Theatre
Play "Big
Mystery"

NARANJADO
PICTURES

and's History.. . . .

S. C. A. Plans
Folk Dance

MATRIMONIAL BUREAU—
THAT'S WHAT DEATH
VALLEY JAUNT IS!

ks!

. . . . . . .

\ S. A. Will Send
Delegates To
San Diego

True Purpose of Vacation Tour Uncovered
By Snooper; Bawden, Jonte Culprits

Migratory Field
To Be Covered
By P. A. Group

C. O. P. REVELERS HAIL
JUNAN BRONZICH AS
MARDI GRAS QUEEN

ysics!

Crowd Numbers Over One Thousand;
Hite's Orchestra Favorably Received

Earnings Soar
For Students

tronomy!

APRIL FOOL'
ISSUE FOR
WEEKLY

Race Relations
Group To Meet

Weekly Feature ® Editorial
PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRI DAY, MARCH 17, 1939

CONSENSUS

OF OPINION

of those attending the Mardi Gras last Saturday
night was that "the fourth annual" was the best yet.
That is saying a lot, but not too much; for in almost
every respect this year's carnival eclipsed all past
performances.
Decoration of the Auditorium followed the Mardi
Gras theme more closely than ever before; costumes
were more colorful and original; Les Hite's orches
tra was the happiest choice of all, providing the
brand of music and showmanship that the ball re
quires; elimination of the Grand March and Herm
Sapiro''s swing arrangement of "Hungry Tigers" were
innovations that met with great approval; refresh
ments were adequate (although an extra cookie
might have helped); rowdyism and alcoholism were
practically non-existent; and the check-room situa
tion was handled extremely well. Add to that longwinded paean the fact that the spirit prevalent at last
Saturday's fiesta was the most enthusiastic outpour
ing of Pacific hearts in the four-year career of the
Mardi at C. O. P. and you really have something.
A few minor rumbles trailing in the wake of the
dance fomented objections to the choice of costume
award winners (which can seldom please everyone)
and to the presence of local high school students who
gained entrance through the use of someone else's
student body card or admit slip. How many prepsters "crashed" the dance in this manner is debatable.
If, however, the number was as great as sotne profess,
then, certainly, steps must be taken to limit entrance
next' year. We cannot believe that the Pacific Stu
dent Association wants to stage a Mardi Gras for
Stockton High School.
The 1939 Mardi Gras, considered from all angles,
cannot leave anything but pleasant memories. On
behalf of the student body, the WEEKLY extends
to Trevor Griffiths and his committeemen congratu
lations for a job well done. The fourth Gras will
stand as THE goal for a11 future carnivals of the
PSA.

EDUCATION

CHRISTIANITY
owes a debt she should never forget to the missionary
spirit of such men as the zealous missionary whose
birthday we celebrate today. Good Saint Patrick's
exploits in finding Ireland pagan and leaving it
Christian cannot be discounted.
Christians bearing the Methodist label are too
often prone to reserve their plaudits for John Wesley
and Francis Asbury, forgetting the valiant efforts of
those who fought the good fight under the banner of
the Roman Catholic Church.
So, in this lenten season, we would pause to wish
well those students of the Catholic faith who have
formed the Newman Club on the College of the Pa
cific campus. In these days of pagan revival and
world upheaval it is well that all followers of the
Galilean remember their common loyalty.—G. P.
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By "STUB"

W H I R L
By TWINCHELL

BACKSTAGE

NOT A FAILURE
bv a long shot, despite the Board of Athletic Con
trol veto Monday, are the plans to install baseball
as a varsity sport at Pacific. The Board's decision
not to sponsor a Tiger team this spring dealt a stern
blow to hopes of athletes who wanted to play inter
collegiate ball this year,, but it did nothing but en
hance the future possibilities of the sport at C. O. P.
As matters stand, the road has been paved for the
addition of baseball to the C. O. P. athletic curricu
lum next year. The athletes interested in baseball
are going ahead to play independently, with an eye
to building a team for next spring. The PSA Execu
tive Committee has backed the sport to the limit; the
Board of Athletic Control has gone on record as
favoring it. Plans for baseball at Pacific in 1940
should go ahead immediately from there. The Execu
tive Committee will turn over the necessary money
to the athletic department as soon as the Board makes
a definite decision to install the sport on a varsity
basis with a regular coach. The sooner that decision
comes, the better!

-By BASTIAN

S.C.A. Deputations
Group At lone;
Stagg To Speak

To the Preston School of Indus
try at lone the Deputations di
vision of the S. C. A. is planning
to go Sunday, March 19. Members
of the group will present an en
tire day's program for students, in
cluding two services and a general
assembly at which A. A. Stagg is
to be the speaker.
The Deputations Committee of the
S. C. A. attempts to meet a definite
spiritual need by regularly sending
out members of the S. C. A. to pre
sent services and programs for un
derprivileged and out-of-the-way
persons. Anyone interested in join
By GAIL SCHEERE
ing this group should get in touch
FIRST NIGHT REVIEW
with Alice Hall, the chairman, or
In New York it would be gala, in with Mrs. Jacoby.
Hollywood it would be spectacular,
o
but here it was just plain grand,
and if any one asks what we mean
when one and all know very well
that HI SPIRITS is uppermost in
our mind, all we can say is just—
The installation of the Pope Pius
well!
We don't know why we have to XII was the topic of the forum dis
tell you, but if you want to be cussion at the meeting of the New
reassured, it really is tops. Every man Club Tuesday night in the
number predicted went over and a. S. C. A. rooms. Father Woods, who
couple of new ones kicked the gong met the present pope several years
too. Here's a hit from way back. ago, told of his personal character
Ruth Crane is superb, and we istics.
Next week the subject will be
still haven't had enough of YOU
AIN'T LIVED. Here's a toast to "The changes the new pope will
you, Ruth, and a sincere wish for bring in the Fascist governments in
Italy, Germany and Spain."
further success.
There will be a group communion
Margaret George brings a lot of
new twists into her crazy comedy at 8:30, followed by breakfast at
role. By the way, It's Maggie who Tiny's on Sunday, March 26. This
renders MELANCHOLIA, one of will be the initial event on the
the surprise numbers with the com program of the club, with an ex
plete chorus humming a swell obli- pected turnout of 35 members. Any
other Catholic students are invited
gato.
It's a fact: Every one is not only to attend.
The meeting closed with refresh
up to par, but suPARior.
ments served by the social commit
CONGRATULATIONS, HAL
You'll be hearing this from every tee headed by Mae Vlgnolo.
———o
side, so we take this means of

Club Discusses
Papal Installation

reaching you. All the work, worry,
and mental anguish have resulted
In another hit, and we're hoping for
still another soon.
LOWER DEPTHS
In the Studio Theatre we have no
ticed some strange things happen
ing. It seems that a production is
going on which has closed re
hearsals. Something new, we'd say.
The play is August Strindberg's
famous vehicle, THE FATHER,
directed by Richard Mlrski.
The reason for the no admittance
signs is that Dick is carrying on an
experiment.
By giving perfect
freedom to actors, he is attempting
to gain greater power and beauty.
More important is the fact that
by rather stylizing the set, cos
tuming and reading of lines he
hopes for a new way of presenting
realism. We could use symbolism,
but we're too stupid. Here is
something new and different and
intensely interesting. We know,
cause we peeked one night. Dick
will probably put out a warrant for
us or something, but we have to
poke into whatever fascinates us,
and right now we're fascinated.
It will be worth your while to
attend this little production, not
only because the play is powerful
and beautiful in itself, but be
cause it will have added power and
beauty done in this unique manner.
. . . The cast includes Shay Barnett,
Henry Hobson, Bob Laning, Jack
Holmes, Pierce Young and others
of importance in our Little Theatre.
Good luck, Mirski.
IMPERSONALS
(We ain't got no one to talk to.)
When you see HI SPIRITS, watch
for Vada Ward and Gene Minson

Farley Leads Frosh
Club Discussion
"Does religion make a difference
to professors?," "Why is there a
breaking-away from Christianity
when young people start to col
lege?," and "What are the advan
tages of a social hall, and what
should Its function be?" were three
topics discussed by the Frosh Club,
under the supervision of Erwin Far
ley, last Monday evening in the
S. C. A. rooms.
A trip to the snow and a party
in the Coco-Cola Lounge were sug
gested as future social events.
Effie Calderwood, president of the
club, presided.

"Lilie Lala" Play
Aired Tonight

WHEN YOU
Read<
By GLADYS HUGHES
ODDS AND ENDS
This week we give you a sort of
literary hodge-podge, odds and ends
of literature we've been reading
for the last year or so. The first on
our list is an adventure story which
takes the East Indies as Its locale,
and give you plenty of action. The
title of this little epic is EMPIRE
FOR A LADY, by Alan Le May.
It mixes Dyak headhunters, a
white Rajah, and a lovely lady to
whom he offers his kingdom in a
most amazing fashion. No great
shakes as literature, but Interesting
in its way—for those who want
action in their reading.
DUMAS RE-READ
Adventure of another sort was
in the volume we picked up and
re-read the other day. It was the
first time we had looked at the
volume for some few years, and
we were surprised to find it just
as interesting now as it was then.
The book we mean is the Alexan
dre Dumas classic
TWENTY
YEARS AFTER, companion and
sequel to the THREE MUSQUETEERS.
All the color and action that
anyone could ask for is crammed
between the covers of this book,
and we can unreservedly recom
mend it to all those who love color
ful, dramatic, historic fiction
whether they have read Dumas or
not. We also recommend that those
who have read it some years ago
re-read it. It's worth an hour or two
of anyone's time.
THAT CERVANTES!
For those who prefer biography,
we recommend THE LIFE AND
MISADVENTURES OF CERVAN
TES by Mariano Tomas. It is a
translation from the Spanish and
gives one a very Spanish view
point on the greatest figure in
Spanish literature.
Tomas has filled the book with
quotations from documents from
Spanish governmental archives,
which give it that authentic touch
so often lacking in work of this
sort.
However, it is not at all a dryas-dust historical volume, but
rather a living, throbbing portrait
of one of the most colorful and
vigorous personalities the world
has produced. Read it for authentic
information well given and in
terestingly presented.
Next veek—murder and such.
Tallyho. .
o

SIDELINES
Continued From Page 1

ing his rounds one night, he
paused to watch one of his superimaking some observations
"Lilie Lala" will be presented by
Radio Stage from the Campus Stu through a large telescope.
Just then a star fell. "Man alive,"
dio tonight at 7:30. Lois Wheeler,
Max Gobel, and Les Rountree will he exclaimed with amazement,
present this eighth broadcast of "You're shure a foine shot."
Guy de Maupassant's short stories. Quotable Quote
Visdom is not only to be ac
do the SPOODLE DOOK. It's quired, but to be utilized."—Cicero.
something new in dancing, and
what we mean new* . . . The Mag
nolia Chapter of the Lazy D. M. is
going to start its campaign very
soon now; so members please at
tend all meetings as scheduled! . . .
We have a very interesting riddle
right here, all set for this spot. It
concerns a member of the Little
Theatre, his trousers, and some
blue thread, but we can't get in the
The farmer's motto: Weed 'em
right sequence so—Hasta LiUegal ^MtqReap.
—M. R. E.

DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O'
THE WEEK

Gates, that Hite man was the
solidest thing ever, and that ain't
no lie. The men in the band were
nothing short of terrific individual
ly and collectively. Did you all get
a load of that fine drummer?
HITE-LIGHTS
Since your Cutter practically sat
in the piano player's lap for half the
evening, there were quite a few
swing gadgets that came to light
during the conversation. The afore
said piano player (incidentally, a
marvelous man on his instrument)
does the bulk of the fine arrange
ments for the Hite aggregation and
fills in his spare time doing scores
for Gene Krupa and other top
bands. He's going to start his own
band in the near future, and it
won't be surprising to see him go
places. His name's Phil Moore, and
his work is on the beat.
The rest of the band are all fine
musciians who do a lot of work
in the movie and radio studios. . . .
One of the sax men was sick, so
they only had three instead of their
usual four reed men. . . . Hite did
a fine job of directing the band,
signing autographs, answering re
quests, and being a general "allright-guy". . . . The drummer was
the best showman in the outfit,
the most pleasing personality, and
has a brother playing in an ace
colored band in the East at the
present time. That's about all the
jive about the band.
GLEANINGS:
Doubtless, most of you cats have
noticed the three heavy weight col
ored gals who have been in quite
a few pictures recently. They go
under the monicker of the Peters
Sisters and they really turn out
some excellent trio work. Well,
what we're getting at is that they're
now in Europe, and when they flew
across the English Channel, they
had to book six seats on the plane.
They total 910 pounds in weight.
Those of you who have been lis
tening to the recent Casa Loma
broadcasts probably noticed the fact
that Kenny Sargent's voice was con
spicuous by Its absence. It's all be
cause Kenny is now recovering
from a throat operation in a New
York hospital. Here's hoping that
the carvers didn't ruin the Sargent
pipes. That guy can really put
over a sweet song in a way that
can't be beat. Exhibit A
"I
Cried For You" on Decca.
RECORD STUFF
Now for the disc-cussin' discus
sion.' A record that has been out
for a long time but is still a world
beater is "Apurksody" by Gene
Krupa's band on Brunswick. This
tune is Krupa's theme song and
was written by him. The odd name
is derived from spelling Krupa
backward and adding a "sody."
Rather intriguing (or is it?) The
chord changes and general tone
color of the recording is about the
acme of relaxed swing. The Krupa
sax team achieves a superb blend,
and Gene's drumming Is in perfect
taste. Don't fail to hear this one.
Jimmy Lunceford's latest opus,
"It Ain't What ""ou Do, It's the
Way Hodja Do It," is one of this
ace band's best, A completely
wacky vocal and some solid en
semble work prove once again that
this combo, although comparatively
unknown on the West Coast, is one
of the finest of all time. The
Lunceford crew seem to have taken
a new lease on life as far as their
recording work goes. Their recent
change from Decca to Vocalion may
be responsible for this. By the
way, the reverse of this disc is
"Cheatin' On Me" and it's fine
stuff.
o

Well, of course Dixon has beat
me to the draw, being always first
with the latest, but I'll just supple
ment with some few impressions
of the gala Gras that are still float
ing around. So, here goes IMPRES
SIONS OF THE MARDI GRAS ...
(follow the little dotted lines):
I still see Blaufuss waving his
arms in expostulation, screaming at
the top of his dial, telling me that
he was NOT a windbag . . . with
his "06" and all . . . and the Queen
of the Tahitians, Roxine Hafele ,..
need I say more . . . Gad! . . . and
I do mean Gad! ... or to the other
side of Tahiti . . . where the Can
nibals reside . . . the always-goodfor-something-or-other Sapiro . . .
Karl Rigor was a Tahitian, too,
until they censored him . . . and
the beachcombers, ruled by King
Latta Ross . . . then more Tahitians
. . . add a dozen or so Little Abners and Daisy Mae's. . . .
Sherwood Norton takes the Little
Abner cake . . . and Toni Rifberg
stepped right out of the colored
comics . . . speaking of comic strips
makes me think of Tomasini Sat
urday morning . . , but that's an
other yarn . . . and the Abners and
D. M.'s were not without parents
. . . between Bonnie ... and the
Patriquin-Darby duet. ...
OUTSIDE OF TAHITIANS
AND ABNERS . . .
there was Bud Myers and his
mermaid . . . and Hoffman and his
better half, Thomas. . . .Junan was
supposed to make a triumphant en
try on the horse . . . but the nag
broke down . . . and Thomas went
around asking people if they would
donee with the rear end of a horse
. . . the Garrigans and the yours
truly's had a table of bridge be
tween them . . . Lois Bugbee and
Ben Hamm were in the dark. . . .
Our boy Trevor went as Rudolph
Valentino . . . while the good old
Rover boys must have postponed
that business they planned before
the dance . . . anyway they didn't
have the usual trouble with the
bouncers. . . . The Les Dows as
chinks . . . and Marybelle as The
Little Dutch girl by the Little
Dutch Mill . . . with Wesley . . .
Jane Ketman found herself with
Honest Abe . . . Verna Dunstan!!!!
... good to see Simey back . . .
cause he started the whole busi
ness . • . back in 1936 before the de
pression . . . ditto Mary Bay, the
first Queen . . . but where was
Edith Ijams? . . . "Moose" was
there . . . dressed as a Turk . . .
but no harem . . . yes, we saw you
Cicinato ... somebody always
goes balloon hunting ... it must
be an instinct.
THE CONSENSUS OF OPINION
differs so we'll skip it . . . but
all the frosh and sophs thought it
was the best . . . the Juniors said
every bit as good as before . . .
and the seniors said it didn't have
that certain something . . . and the
alumni said "no" ... I didn't hear
the faculty ... but Waldo was a
picnic . . . though he looked like a
geology field trip ... or so some
body said . . . the band wag a jiver
. . . and many said 'too fast' . . .
but no one said they didn't have
what the maestro refers
to as a
"solid outfit." . . .Dixon wore her
best clothes . . . but we must ad
mit she looked good in them . . .
the twins were so pretty . . . that
they all had their pictures taken
the next day ... I think they've
just realized they all look alike , . .
their triplet, Willie, went as a black
sheep ... Ed Denny was back . . .
with Epsilon's Press Agent . . .
VTA RAY GRQSSE
while Claribel Coffman dripped
silver all over . . . and Marian Bach
UNLESS LADY LUCK SMILES
was the one inside the hat box . . . on them, all future stage settings in
which suggests, where were Rif the drama department at Syracuse
berg and Kerfoot when the prizes are to be laid on a street corner.
went out ... no confidence ... or The "Power" play needed a traffic
no privacy . . .MORE PEOPLE... light from the city, so a property
because next to monkies they is the member made the request. One was
funniest t'ings . . . Marian Phyllis rushed out right away complete
was back . . . and Mae Shaw went with a signpost—and a bill for $200.
West . . . Grubbs took care of the
Hall . . . the J. B.—Kirkpatrick deal
CONTROVERSIAL ISSUE?
paid 9c each for the sandals they We've got it! National figures
wore . . . Phil Starr came back . . . show fraternity men are above nonand moved in next to Franny Hull org. men in scholarship. Yep, that's
• • • Eugene Minson and Laurie Ap- what Carnegie Tech. says, and they
plegarth were well decked . . . Va seem to back up their figures, too.
da and Vaii were slightly over- The difference, said the registrar,
decked . . . and he's a window dec is probably due to fraternity ef
orator . . . Vada looked like a sail forts to push scholarships of its
boat . . . Frank Nash heard a rip members higher, and the seeking of
in his nightgown . . . and felt a better men to belong. Maybe
cool breeze . . . Martha Gifford and there's more cooperation among
Bull Moose Durham made a good frat. men at that.
pair . . . without the bicycle-builtfor-two . . . And again Mary RanNOSING AROUND IN LOST
ney makes the couple of the week and found departments sometimes
award . . . with Park Wilson. , . . brings out startling facts. A quick
Well, it could go on forever ... as inventory of that department in
the girls in the dorm thought the Mills College reads like this: Two
Tahitian paint was going to do cigarette cases, a bed lamp, riding
the next day ... or the repentant crop, tape measure, lipsticks, bunch
ones of the morrow thought the of trinkets, and armload of lan
h a n g o v e r w a s g o i n g t o d o . . . o r guage books and a skirt. They
as you must think this column is ought to wait another year and
going to do. Which it isn't.
open up a department (store.

GOLLEGIANA
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SUCH AS IT IS
**»! '.. evening- |
Pacific's second Radio Poll «
r
is finished with this issue
F,id»y
of the
CurPacific Weekly. The remainingiD^e
H«
lies on the contest are below. B»' jir.
'em and weep! (Refer to last we^"'
, bv a will
column for other votes.)
L.
atte«da7 J„ce wi
WHAT VOTED
Ig
with
Fifty-nine Frosh, 48 Sophs,^ftfall »s
gJumors, 17 mighty Seniors antr0jien ,,uUen
Faculty members, beside a cowsrveJ' '
of hundred others who voted, gi ,ji.
velv 1
b]ue
unknown. (You can call the Fa «rore a d get oft b>'
ty a grade, can't you?)
with
WHO VOTED? Ninety men f' and cnti*S sleeves.
73 women made known their , f.i. jet ln «ow *—"•
*v" ,
bon«vin the poll. There were no doi'Teds are
_er Palm
indl.
ful sexed votes this time, althoT «auinta' " welng en"
coin"""are
this total is not fair to the n' re they
utlve«.
ber of votes really cast in the f ,riend« and trip the ; the dam
LISTENING TIME: The eve#, In of tW» triP
e ' atrlkln*
is the most popular time for
in Stock to"
I designed
nd
Morrall.
cificites to listen in, for 153 vereS' ployed at the
for the hours after sunset. Ar'^nt.
In
Those
noon and evening were tied w'l . •
sre M"
13 votes each.
ith.
B
NETWORK
"K LISTENED
,T ? n f l
Pi
Aline 1)U
THE MOSTr: N. B. c. won bjp/llfc/PS"0'
thi
througho
huge margin,
n, of 73 to 7 for (I
Tha ®
umbia. California Radio Sys>
received one vote.
place lm
FLAYS: One hundred a
man. M
twenty-one votes go to comedi , r
Wee ton,
22 voted for clasical plays, 42 likfCt
mysteries, 21 students liked edu'
tional plays (no faculty mem R,v talented plan1"' Knoles,
l i k e s e d u c a t i o n a l p l a y s ) ; 4 fa)
0f the C i n c i n n a t i
tragedy, two liked religious dra
be p r e s e n t e d #rt Fenl*
w ni
and light opera, and only one if afternoon, March Windmill®
dent liked romantic plays.
*ha Tbeta Tau ao- H a r o l d J *
OIL RIGHT!
Alpha
of Mujby ,he p
Richfield Oil Company's nighh. Mu Eta
patror and
consistent newscast was Paciff1
well as nual affaii
decisive favorite in the poll ) comp°siti.on . a memUueata will t>
"Favorite News Program." The v J> Miss
Phi Epsilon and 1" mittea of tw«>
:
was 88 to the March of Time's
.
made
and has
of tha eororlt]
Borden's "Hughes in the Ne^bda' and
over
program didn't get a four-star jradi0 appears
ing at Pacific but it did get wibia network; she has
concert soloist In
votes.
Boake Carter, "Bles:1S
Event" Winchell, and Pacif Portland, San FranThurston, got five each. $ Berkeley. She has reHayes, KGDM News, KSFO Ne'larned from a year
Bob Anderson, and ,Tdomeanypr"n under Grucnberg,
Fidler, pulled in one tally each.»on make her debut ln
NBC WINS AGAIN
'^co.
Don Wilson, ace NBC'er, pulM'Sram will be a varied
nice 58 vfttes ln the poll, as PS from Bach, Brahms,
cific's favorite announcer, *, to Debussy and BarArehanla w
nearest competitor, Carpenter, I
brals its elg|
22. Hhrry Von Zen, 18; Milton*of Mu Phi Epsilon cor-l on
®M*ipu
Cross, 9; Edwin C. Hill, 8; and SlPo any students and fa-- ••
"
Hayes, 7. Crabbe (C. O. P.), puffers Interested in good I IUII Si .-iiiili I
a nice four. Radio's three "wuttome and share in this would nut an
lyous," Winchell, Wilcox, Walliireat. There will be no the (lance et
ton each got three votes. Kyf charge, and notice of * suipi
tin
Ameche, Ross, J. B. Hughes, Mi time will be posted on ! the theme w
dux and Jack Benny, each put® board.
the commltte
two votes apiece.
• • •
The .
^
DEAR READERS!
Wrsity of Kentucky has chosen ft>i
Since there are so many naffttablished a department commit»««
listed in the poll, those names tpork.
* 1
I Rigor, Elton
pulled only one vote in theirr vC^;
TravallU; It
ous classifications will be posted
itedj
I tee, Bob MoC
the AD BUILDING bulletin bo(
|and Elton II
for your information.
I committee, D'
MORE WINNERS
I Brier, and
Pacific listeners accorded 1
I Cleanup ron
Husing a mighty "hello" when th
I Eric Jacobsei
chose him as their favorite Spq
I Ray Qrannui
Announcer to the tune of 49 vol{rfljfY*
Doug Montell, a recent visitor
'•
Preient at
Pacific's Assembly hour got secci
Batty I'irr<
place with 18. McCarthy, 17; |(V I
Smith, 12; Stirm and Thorgensj O l O
The Un!\
8; MacNamee, 7, while "Hun
line 's new II
Hughes, Sam Hayes and Hill i
was ded lei
three each.*
Commerce ]|
VARIETY 18 THE—
Chase and Sanborn, 26 vot
Kyser's Kollege, 14. "Strange
It Seems" Bob Hope (Oh, no, ths 'TEVVtijj.j, t
Ripley. Oh well!) got sevsn Pa
ficites on his side. Jack BenJ'i E . Ma"
11
runner up for top honors, receif
22 votes in tha poll. Hit Pari
N. Y. Philharmonic, The Circle,
One Man's Family, pulled five vi
each. (Who says there isn't varl*
in family life!) Cantor's Caravj
Info Please, and March of Tiij
polled three apiece. Good Nej
Benchley, Standard Symphoj
Grouch Club, Fred Allen, Lux T1
atre, and Welles, polled two vol
a piece.
PLAY'S THE THING!
Favorite Dramatic star at
You'» find
,,
cific is Orson Welles. Don Ame
is second best at 24, and Chai
arra y of color
Boyer polled 20 votes. Tyrone 1(
power and engineered only l
votes. Lovely Irene Rich, RaJ
bone, Bette Davis, and "Shakj
peare" McCarthy .Charlie to yo:
each got four. Ronny Colman, ]
Kransky, The Mad Russian, N
Grey, Paul Barbour, and He
Hayes, rated two votes each i
their acting.
&weat
ers
SPOUTS FAVORITES
Associated Oil Co.'s fine footbi
4^ j 8&
easts were awarded top honors
2 96 to 5
Pacific's first chance to voting
&1,°*8es
1•
favorite sports broadcasts, 35 to J
J ' 9 B t o 5,
Blue's Sports Graphic, which (
'ackets
85
11. Ted Husing, 6; Buick Figl)
5
85
to
»
5; Highlights, and Frank Bull i
85
3 votes each.
ATTENTION
I t you haven't been to the S.
Fair yet, read next week's col
for info concerning what people I
saying about it. Thanks for re<
ay Mi
fc1
in'.
«•.
'A.
o—
CHAPEL PROGRAM
Mr. Aubrey from the Univers
of Chicago will be the speaker n(
Tuesday morning in the Y. W. C.:
Chapel, his subject to be "Religl
and Emotional Maturity."
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Dance
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Haas & Sons

HASH!
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BETTY DIXON, Editor
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Four Mouses
Give Formal
Tomorrow

JUNAN'S BIG MOMENT ARRIVES

T, ' «Ai&l vows were taken by Jean
''"n* M
freshman and resiof Women's Hall, and Bob
"of Stockton Friday evening,
'
[ 10 at the home of the
^ j>s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cur"UtO n] Glick.
wedding was attended by a
Jose relatives with Florence
f >y
of Women's Hall as maid of
"
and Harvey Mullen of Stocklest man.
I**-), l ) bride wore a blue velvet
street length, and set off by
'*« tM **1 collar and cuffs with small
• ,
j jewels set in the sleeves.
'
<[ newlyweds are now honey' l[\,f : ng in Laquinta, near Palm
v js, where they are being enled by friends and relatives.
1 « conclusion of this trip the
• - .. r i will reside in Stockton where
flick is employed at the Cen*• K i
packing Plant.

Pledges to Be Formal Pledge Teas
Dance Guests Present Fifty-one
Tonight
Young Women
Guests of honor at the Informal

'

S

lik«d ., >elle Ray, talented pianist
>P«ra, and \r 8rac*ua*-e of bhe Cincinnati
- . 'patory, will be presented
K,Girr:
'^(Sunday afternoon, March
• ' Oil (v.,, [at Alpha Theta Tau sor'*icat
'
J by Mu Eta chaPter of Mu
slIon' '*'•
.N
t
•
f>Y sd in composition as well as
,
ntance, Miss Ray is a mem.. "S*t Mu Phi Epsilon and Pi
, lUn'i
f Lambda, and has made
, . , 1 ^ ous radio appearances over
' '^Columbia network; she has
i *! "lr~' fed as concert soloist in
*® rtjnati,
Portland, San Fran4 '
tjand Berkeley. She has rereturned from a year's
,ri
ar.j -;Jjn Berlin under Gruenberg,
'in om twill soon make her debut in
WINS XGAEf francisco.
• " act NBCt program will be a varied
*• I", twanging from Bach, Brahms,
• « 1-: ^hopin, to Debussy and Bar• —inMM, Cm
V i M, J bers of Mu Phi Epsilon cor• ' w n C. HHI it^lte any students and fac-»hb«(Cai members interested in good
ir "<" • i a t0 come and share in this
, v,-treat. There will be no
, hrw ...s lion charge, and notice of
j R act time will be posted on
R
. , i. - -1 He tin board,
and JMl mm*
. »
»

Highlight of the fourth annual Pacific Mardi Gras held at the Stockton Civic
Auditorium last Saturday was the coronation of JUNAN BRONZICH, Queen of the
Mardi Gras, with ERWIN FARLEY, PSA prexy, officiating.

Zetagatheans
Busy With
Rushing

Dance Theme
Is Mystery
At Archania

Archania will continue to cele
brate its eighty-fifth anniversary
on the campus by giving another
dance which will be held tonight.
Bill Scantlebury, social chairman,
would not announce the theme of
the dance, stating that it will be
a surprise dance, no one knowing
the theme with the exception of
the committee.
The following committees were
'
"n* [University of Kentucky has chosen for the dance: Surprise
i i \inft.: l established a department committee, Diek Bentley, Karl
* ''
"*• * *iial work.
Rigor, Elton Martin, and Johnny
1 In the H I
Travaille; Refreshments commit
4 only oo*
^®
tee, Bob McCarthy, Stan Vaughn,
, I aeelfkeds*
and Elton Hedges; Arrangements
An m n I>IVG p Q y
committee, Dwayne Sewell, George
.iff
*
[) | \ I
Brier, and Jerry Bentley; and
Cleanup committee, Chris Papas,
ir
Eric Jacobsen, Johnny Owens, and
-trie llfttn*1* ""i
Ray Grannucci.
Present at the dance will be
Patty Pierce, house-mother

Perfume and

wMiblr to
, 11
Stiff ^
f f l " .
k-n W

1

as. Haas & Sons
524 E. Main St.

Last Sunday from 4 to 6 o'clock
the home of Dr. and Mrs. G. A.
Werner was the setting for the
Zetagathean Society rushing.
Guests were received by the
chairman and past president,
Doris Bishofberger, and presented
to the president Harriet Kientz
and the advisors Miss Lorraine
Knoles, Mrs. Ralph Brady, and
Mrs. Charles Gulick.
Mrs. Louis I* Windmiller and
Mrs. Robert Gordon poured. Miss
Pauline Crawford played inci
dental musio throughout the tea.
The Zetagathean rushees were
intertalned at a Mexican supper
party at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Tully C. Knoles last night
at 7 o'clock.
After the supper pictures of
Mexico were shown by Miss Danner. Catherine Saunders presented
a. Mexican dance and Pauline
Crawford sang.
Committees were; Refreshments,
Pauline Crawford, chairman, Mar
garet Garibaldi and Dorothy Len
nox; decorations, Peggy Bigham,
chairman, Naida Titherington and
Florence Buoy.

The University of South Caro
Princeton
lina's new $108,000 swimming pool more of its
was dedicated by Secretary of scholarships
Commerce Harry Hopkins.
institution.
Yale third.

University has had
students win Rhodes
than any other U. S.
Harvard is second,

EVEMAY SHORE

Veen's Hall
3 lans Dance
Newly redecorated Pythian
Castle has been chosen as the
location for the spring dance to
be given by Men's Hall next
Friday night, March 24th.
From nine until one o'clock,
Herm Sapiro and his orchestra
will play for dancing.
Admission Is seventy-five cents
a couple, and no bids will be
sold at the door.

Lorett's
SPECIAL SALE

Pacific Co
Entertains
: or Deans

Two Recitals
Are Feature
Next Week
Next week the College of the
Pacific Conservatory will present
two outstanding recitals on con
secutive evenings featuring excep
tional instrumental and vocal tal
ent.
On Tuesday night, March 21, at
8:15 o'clock, Misses Virginia Sack,
pianist; Alice Tilton, organist, and
Norma Bentley, soprano, will share
honors in the third senior recital
of the season.
Miss Sack offers four numbers
of both classical and modern na
ture, most outstanding of which,
perhaps, will be the "Sonata, Opus
35," by Frederic Chopin. Miss Tilton, well-known to students and
faculty for her efficiency as chapel
and assembly organist, will play
two movements of the "Fourth
Organ Symphony," by Widor. Miss
Bentley, accompanied by Professor
Allan Bacon, will contribute seven
numbers of varied mood. Her per
formances in theatre musicales in
past seasons are well remembered
by campus and townspeople.
On Monday evening, March 20,
also at 8:15, eight undergraduate
students are scheduled to display
their talents. They are: Barbara
Lennox,' pianist; Barbara Stewart,
soprano; Verne Clifton, pianist;
Beverly Meyer, pianist; Albert
Miller, violinist; Irving Fritz, pi
anist; Pauline Crawford, soprano,
and Lorraine Dunlap, pianist.

340 East Main St.

STOCKTON

Tune in KWG 9:15 A. M. Daily
WONDER RADIO HEADLINES

Nat. Per. Wave
$2.50
Duart Per. Wavo ..........93.50
(Dry) Shampoo & Fing'wave .50
Wet Shampoo
*25
For Appointments
322 I>exington Ave. Phone 3-6555

You'll find an exciting
array of colorful

SPORTSWEAR
at The Sterling

THE THREE-PIECE

BARN YARD

NY WISE Chiffons

PLAY SUITS

, PLE PROOF

Sweaters

Gay Millinery

pres
iden
treat _
licitO
The
club i
eveninv.
WiensMi
lowing"
constit'
plans c

<g budget follows
\ • Wise Chiffons by

rles
Iyer and dull . . .
lonind,
vless. Yet these
don,
^.\ 'hiffons take
rton,
\\
ly. In the
vVhits, ErMarie
liller,
Phielvin
Nomin>
Tra"iolet fices of
lels, the Aprilbd,N^
iot- for the lfAce
submitted.
dent, trea
tive comrrifO*
mittee, an<^c
election wi

Of wonderful all-wool
fabrics, beautifully tai
lored! A thoroughly sat
isfactory suit — there's
nothing smarter or more
practical! The top coat is
grand worn seoarately.

Campus Cuties go delightfully insane,
when they get a peek at our New
Barnyard playsuits . . . designed
for just that! Barnyard Cotton is a
Durable Fabric in the Denim Family
... in Fade Blue. . . . The Leather
Buttons are Stamped with Resort
Names. . . . Trailer Outfits . . .
Several Sets are recommended for
your Week-End Jaunts . . .

Wonder Sports Shop
Street Floor

Phone 6-6871
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Recruits Look J. C. Netmen
Good In Grid Seek Revenge
On Panthers
Practice
Staggmen Move Into
Fourth Week Of
Football Training

By JACK PRICE
Not to be caught in the whirl
of another disastrous cage season,
Coach Ralph Francis is starting to
groom his basketball quintet for
the fall of '39 Monday evening at One-two-three! One-two-three—" is
the College gym. Francis plans to
hold a weekly basketball session the familiar chant of the advan
throughout the remainder of the cing Bengal football squad echo
semester.
ing across Pacific's campus as
Pacific's cage mentor is holding Coach Alonzo Stagg's 1939 grid
these workouts to uncover new tal machine moves into its fourth
ent and teach the Tiger's casaba week of spring football practice.
aspirants the fundamentals of the
With Ralph Francis leading the
game. All students interested in linemen and Coach Stagg spend
playing basketball are urged to ing his time on the secondary
attend the opening session Monday. boys, the famed trick plays of
the old grid master are being put
Ed Koehler, graduating senior, into action nightly by Tiger
was elected honorary captain of cleatmen.
Pacific's 1938-39 basketball team
NEWCOMERS STAND OUT
early this week.
Koehler has
This week's spotlight has been
played three years of varsity foot
ball and basketball for the Ben centering on the linemen. Among
gals and his selection as captain the front line standouts is Bud
of last season's cagers met with Bruml, Modesto boy, whose low
charging tactics on the field have
popular approval.
Kenny Rogers, high scoring ace set him up as a '39 possibility
of last season's Cub squad, was in Francis's forward wall.
Les Dow, up from the ranks of
named captain of the Junior Col
last season's Frosh squad, has
lege hoopsters.
been showing up well on defen
sive tackling and should be a
We would all like to know about
valuable reserve in the pivot posi
some of the marks that were made
in the varsity track exhibitions last tion this year.
Tuesday. They must have been
surprisingly good for Coach Jack
son to withhold from the press.
Especially Tomasini's time for the
half mile.

RELIEF CENTER
Another center, a husky trans
fer from the University of Cali
fornia, is Bob Dewey. Weighing
over two-hundred pounds, Dewey
handles himself with ease on de
fensive tackling and seems to be
the candidate to aid "Jo-Babe"
McWilliams at the pivot position
when the fall season gets under
way.
Bill Knapp, a junior at Pacific
playing his first of college ball,
looms up as a potential guard
prospect for the coming season.

Speaking of Tomasini, watch his
smoke in the Far Western Confer
ence meet at Pacific this year.
Lew Ford is another varsity man
who will bear watching as the cin
der season gets under way. Ford
jumps well over six feet and pole
vaults in the teens.

What puzzles the Weekly office
most at the present time is: What
sort of a jinx did the Night Riders
put on our sports editor, Alex
Donsker? All I can say is they sure
put him out of commission in a
hurry.
In pinch hitting for Alex, it
looks like yours truly will have to
hire a couple of body guards and
play safe.

McWILLIAMS REPORTS
Hugh "Jo-Babe" McWilliams, Pa
cific's stalwart rock of defense,
donned the moleskins for the first
time this year, Wednesday after
noon and took over his assign
ment at the pivot position. After
winding up a tough basketball
season, Jo-Babe stepped
into
spring practice in the pink of
condition.
Chris Pappas, up and coming
sophomore center, has been mak
ing himself known during the
Temple Israel in the person of past week with his jolting tack
Rabbi J. Aaron Levy provided last ling exhibitions.
Tuesday's chapel services with a
thought-provoking sermon concern youth of the totalitarian states and
ing "American Youth and the Fu the greater opportunities for free
ture." Rabbi Levy's subject cen dom of expression and thought in
tered around his concern for the this democracy.

Rabbi Levy Sets
Chapel Theme

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

Tomorrow the Stockton Junior
College tennis team will seek to
reverse the result of its first match
with Sacramento Junior College
when the Bengal cannonaders meet
the Panthers on the Pacific courts
at ten o'clock.
Coach Kjeldsen will probably shift
his lineup in an attempt to strength
en his lineup. Stewart Browne, Bill
Hunefeld, Francis Banchio, Wilfred
Traphagen and Hugh Hutchins will
probably play in that order.
PANTHERS TOUGH
Last Saturday the Stockton Junior
College netters traveled to Sacra
mento for their first match of the
1939 net season and were soundly
defeated five matches to two by
the pouncing Panthers of Sacra
mento Junior College. Coach Kjeld
sen took a five-man team including
Francis Banchio, Stewart Browne,
Bill Hunefeld, Wilfred Traphagen
and Hugh Hutchins.
Jack Gurley, Panther ranking
man, showed little mercy in the fea
ture match with Francis Banchio,
winning 6-0, 6-1. Stewart Browne
defeated Davis and Hugh Hutchins
set back Carlson for the Jaysees'
only wins.
SINGLES
1. Gurley defeated Banchio 6-0,
6-1 (S).
2. Browne defeated Davis 6-3, 6-3
(SJC).
3. Klippel defeated Hunefeld 1-6,
6-4, 7-5 (S).
4. Nathan defeated Traphagen
6-1, 7-5 (S).
5. Hutchins defeated Carlson 6-4,
6-2 (SJC).
DOUBLES
1. Gurley-Davis defeated BanchioBrowne 6-2, 6-2 (S).
2. Klippel-Nathan defeated Hune
feld-Traphagen 3-6, 6-3, 6-3 (S).

Basketball Men
Get Awards

At yesterday's Assembly, twentythree athletes received basketball
awards for 1939. The group in
eluded twelve varsity cagers and
eleven jaysee men.
Coach Ralph Francis presented
awards to the following Bengal
hoopers: Walt Kelley, Hugh Mc
Williams, Earl Dahl, Bud Doyle,
Ethan Higgins, Lloyd Hoffman,
Pat Dunlap, Bill Avery, Paul Rippon, Bob Adamina, Ed Koehler,
and Ken Hench, manager.
Koehler was elected honorary
captain of the team by his mates.
Jaysee blocks, awarded by Cub
Coach Chris Kjeldsen, went to
John Camicia, John Singleton,
George Miller, Bill Livie, Dave
Livie, A1 Woodrum, Barre Steph
| GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT 1
ens, Bob Saling, Bob Warner,
Bob Monagan, and Kenny Rogers,
who was elected captain of his
squad.
The Cubs, through Rogers, pre
|
ON PACIFIC AVE.
|
sented Kjeldsen with a token of
their esteem at the Assembly.

BOB'S

BOB'S BARBER SHOP ;

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

[COLLEGE
[ AND

DENTISTRY
2319 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5
Evenings by Appointment

PINS
TROPHIES

}
i

FRIEDBERGER'S
>
|

339 East Main Street |
• d a JEWELERS • • t |

For better business positions

HUMPHREYS

IBUJEMMOIRJ

(Since 1896)

School of Business
Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber
Stockton

Meet The
i
Gang
j

j Dairy Products |
Serve Pacific
j !

Phone 8-8613

Donsker Still Out
Alex Donsker, sports editor of
the Pacific WEEKLY, is still laid
up with a broken ankle at his
home in Sacramento. Owing to the
slowness with which the leg is
healing following an operation, the
date of Donsker's return to school
remains indefinite.
In the meanwhile, Jack Price is
taking over as sports editor pro
tern.

STARTS SATURDAY'

"OKLAHOMA KID"
with James Cngney
Humphrey Bognrt
—also—

"FAST AND LOOSE"

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP

at

j

448 West Fremont

BOBBINN

with Robert Montgomery
STARTS "WEDNESDAY —
"Adventures of Huckleberry
Elnn" with Mickey Rooney

—also—

"The Saint Strikes Back"
with George Saunders
and Wendy Barric

"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"

< Fountain—Curb Service j

On El Dorado

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and DINNER

2043 Pacific Avenue

SKIS
—And-

TOBOGGANS
FOR RENT

ICLOWES^S
j

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Farm
jWest'sLane
flCE
COAL
!' WOOD
FUEL OIL
I DIESEL OIL
! STOVE OIL
\ CEMENT
) LIME
\ BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
5 ROCK
GRAVEL

Phone
6-6916

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

'OLLAND ICE 1
& FUEL CO.

Edited by JACK PRICE

"BUMP" BUMPS 'EM

Kjeldsen To Shift
Cubs Line-up

Business And Professional Directory
Main & EI Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

Uettgal sports fag?

Open Till 2 A. M.
For Your Convenience

Kjeldsenites Clash
With Aggies Sat.
Fresh from their twelve-point
victory over the Santa Clara Bron
cos, Coach Chris Kjeldsen's Stock
ton J. C. splashers take on the
Lodi high swimming team this
afternoon in a warm up affair be
fore their first home meet with the
Cal Aggies tomorrow afternoon.
THREE MEETS SCHEDULED
Scheduling three meets for the
next five days, the local aquatic
stars will have their hands full try
ing to remain on the victory track.
The Stockton mermen are slight
favorites to turn back the Aggie
invasion on the strength of their
easy triumph over Santa Clara last
week.
Santa Clara will have a chance to
avenge their 43% to 31% defeat
Tuesday afternoon when they will
vie with the Cubs in a return match
at Pacific's Pool.

OWEN STARS
Bob Owen, of Stockton Jaysee,
stole the limelight of the meet at
Santa Clara last Friday by snaring
Veteran guard who is showing the boys a few tricks top honors in three events. Owen
of the lineman's trade is AL "BLIMP" IRWIN, 200-lb. copped the 100-, 220- and the 440stalwart who hopes to cement a regular job by his yard free style, for a total of 15
points.
showing in spring practice.

Old Intramural Records
Exploded During Meet
Several New Cinder Stars Uncovered
As Three Long Standing Records Fall
With three track records going
by the board and several "dark
horses" turning in surprise per
formances, Coach Earl Jackson's
1939 cinder prospects finally com
pleted their intramural track meet
last Tuesday afternoon at Baxter
Stadium.

%

TOWN BOYS FLASH
Jimmy Ramos, flashy freshman,
started the fireworks Monday after
noon as he breezed over the 220yard low hurdles in 27 seconds flat
to break Richardson's nine-year
record by two-tenths of a second.
Following in the foot steps of
Ramos, Dan Ostrander, another
member of the town team, leaped
5 feet 8 inches in the high jump
to better the old intramural mark
of 5 feet 7% inches by a quarter of
an inch.
Campbell Miller accounted for the
third new record of the meet when
he turned in a 2:07.9 half mile to
eclipse the former time of 2:11 set
by Neil Parsons. The meet marked
the first time Miller has appeared
on the oval in a track suit this sea
son.
TRACK FIND
Showing form equal to Pacific's
best tracksters, Jack Hanner, frosh
distance runner, swept through
both the mile and two-mile events
to easy victories. Hanner's best as
set is a strong finish on the clos
ing lap. A definite "find," this
youngster should have a brilliant
track future under the wing of
Coach Jackson.
Several track and field exhibi
tions were staged by the varsity
cindermen, but Coach Jackson
withheld the marks as a precau
tion for the Tigers in their open
ing meet against the Cal Aggies on
March 25.
Presented with the largest array
of entrants in Pacific's intramural
track history, the meet was a huge
success. Jackson stated that he
was confident that his teams would
surpass last season's mark despite
their various handicaps.
MONDAY SUMMARIES:
220 Low Hurdles—Won by Ra
mos (Town); second, Avery (Rhizomia); third, Trembley (Archania);

The College
Book Store

SaysHave you seen that
dandy new Desk Lamp
—only $1.49.
The new Electric
Clocks from $2.95 up.
You can also buy 30c
packages of your fa
vorite College Station
ery, and don't forget
to look at that College
Jewelry.
Don't fail to see the
Tennis Shoes and Ten
nis Balls . . . the prices
are right.

COLLEGE
BOOK STORE

\

J

INCORPORATED

Cub Splashers
Meet Lodi
This P. M.

CUB HOUSE
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM

Telephone 6-6966

A GOOD PLACE TO

Office:
Ml HOP Avenue at San Joaquin Street

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

Stockton, California

fourth, Dahl (Rhizomia). Time—27,
new meet record.
Mile—Won by Hanner (Town);
second, Bovey (Archania); third,
Richards (Town); fourth, Haney
(Archania). Time: .0912.
Javelin Throw—Won by Hansbrow (Rhizomia); second, Dunlap
(Rhizomia); third, Gaumnitz (Ome
ga); fourth, Cooper (Archania).
Distance—139.
220-Yd. Dash—Won by Hansbrow
(Rhizomia); second, Tulloch (Ome
ga) ; third, Tierman (Dorm); fourth;
Catteral (Town). Time—24.8.
Broad Jump—Won by McDonald
(Rhizomia); second, Tulloch (Ome
ga); third, Langdon (Town; fourth,
Pursel (Rhizomia). Distance — 20ft. % in.
High Jump—Won by Ostrander
(Town); second (tie), Swart (Town)
and Berry (Omega); fourth (tie),
Davies (Town), and Paxton (Dorm).
Height—5 ft. 8 in.
TUESDAY SUMMARIES:
100-yard dash—Won by Hill
(Omega Phi); second, Hansbrow
(Rhizomia); third, Tullock
(Omega Phi); fourth, Kientz
(Rhizomia). Time, 10.6.
120-yard high "hurdles—Won by
Avery (Rhizomia); second, Sales
(Town); third, Harvey (Town).
Time, 18.4.
880-yard run—Won by Miller
(Town); second, Scott (Omega
Phi); third; Swaggerty (Omega
Phi); fourth, Stark .(Omega Phi).
Time, 2:07.9 (new meet record).
Two-mile run — Won by Hanner
(Town), second, Keeble
(Ar
chania); third, Bovey • (Archania);
fourth, .Richards (Town). Time,
11:07.
Shot put—Won by Avery (Rhi
zomia), 4 feet; second, Adamiza
(Rhizomia); third, Timm (Dorm);
fourth, Doyle (Omega Phi).
Discus throw—Won by Doyle
(Omega Phi), 114 feet 2% inches;
second, Bentley (Archania), 107
feet 8 inches; third, Adamina
(Rhizomia), 104 feet 6 inches;
fourth, Shane (Dorm), 102 feet
4% inches.
Pole vault—Won by Ramos
(Town); second, Price (Dorm);
Swart (Town) and Sales (Town,
tie for third). Height, 10 feet 9
inches.
440-yard relay—Won by Rhizo
mia (Hansbrow, Pursel, Kientz
and McDonald); second, Omega
Phi; third, Dorm; no fourth.
Scores—Town, 57; Rhizoma, 49;
Omega Phi, 39%; Archania, 16;
Dorm, 12%.
•
U. S. Negro colleges graduated
2500 students last June.

Reservations Now!

DIAL 2-8676

10

SUMMARY
300 Relay Med.—Jim Van Dyke
(S), Jacobson (S), Simpson (S)—
3:42.4.
220 Free—Owens (S), Connoly
(SC), Reilly (SC)—2:37.8.
50 Free—Bird (S), Lutz (SC),
Walker (SC), Simpson (S)—25.9.
Dive,
3
ft.—Filliponi
(SC),
Davies (S), Jacobson (S).
100 Free—Owen (S), Bird (S),
Regan (SC)—1:05.
150 Back—McDonald (SC), Jim
Van Dyke (S), Chittum (SC)
2:06.4.
200 Breast—Jacobson (S), Gnekow (S), Schinozi (S)—3:12.2.
440 Free—Owen (S), Connoly
(SC), Reilly (SC)—6:01.5.
400 Relay—S. C.—4:27.

Pacific Ski Meet
Will Be Held At
Bald Mountain
Trophies and prize ribbons will
be awarded to winners of the
amateur ski contests which will
take place at the Pacific all-college
ski meet at Bald Mountain, March
25.
Competitive courses at the meet
will be divided into amateur and
skilled runs and will include down
hill and slalom races. Sign up slips
for the race entries will be posted
on the bulletin boards.
A minimum fee of 10 to 25 cents
will be charged to contestants. All
Stockton Junior College and Col
lege of the Pacific students who
are interested in skiing are urged
to either enter the contests or
attend the meet to watch them.
In event that a large number
of students plan to attend the meet,
a Greyhound bus will be chartered
by the ski club.

Jacksonmen Met"
Modesto Jaysee
Board Vetoes
Baseball For
This Spring
Players To Perform
Under Local Sponsor
Baseball at Pacific was tempor
arily side-tracked by the Board of
Athletic Control this week when
the Board voted to forego sponsor
ship of the sport this spring. Rea
sons for the decision were the late
ness of the season and the inadvisability of taking men away from
other spring sports to compete in
baseball.
The athletic bigwigs, however,
went on record as favoring the in
stallation of the sport next year,
and the machinery is already in
motion to have it recognized as a
regular course in the athletic de
partment of the College of Pacific.
CARRYING ON
Despite this blow to their hopes
for immediate C. O. P. backing, the
Bengal diamondeers are going
ahead with the organization of a
team which will play under the
sponsorship of a local merchant or
merchants.
Holding the inside
track for the services of the squad
at present is Pat Miraglio, local
gas station proprietor.
The squad will include freshmen
and will be playing with an eye to
building a strong team for next
spring. There are many promising
frosh baseballers at Pacific who
will benefit by the independent
sponsorship. Games will be played
on Saturdays and Sundays.
IMPORTANT CALL
Practice will be held at Oak
Park tomorrow ; lorning at 9:30
a. m. A short inter-squad game may
be played following batting and
fielding practice.
Every man at Pacific who wants
to play baseball this season and is
especially interested in playing for
the Pacific Varsity next spring is
urged to be present at tomorrow
morning's workout.
o

Tiger Racketeers
Prepare For
Cal. Aggies
Under Coach Chris Kjeldsen's
watchful eye the Colege of the Pa
cific varsity tennis squad is taking
advantage of the recent good
weather to hold intensive workouts
in preparation for their invasion
of the Cal. Aggie stronghold at
Davis on March 25.
Coach Kjeldsen announced that a
tentative match has been scheduled
with Willamette University of Port
land, Oregon, but a definite date
has not yet been set.
The members of the varsity squad
are still battling for positions on
the ladder and the next few weeks
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